
Agenda: 

The Faculty of the Department of Physics and Electronics met in the MANA TV room(room 

no. 86) under the In-charge of Smt Ch. Komala Lakshmi, HOD of Physics & Electronics, at 1.30 PM on 
21 December 2023 to discuss the following Agenda: 

1, Minor subjects allocation to Physics Major system and other major system. 
2. Central attendance posting for Sem l byProcotors. 

Sem IV . 

GOVERNMENT COLLEGE (A) RAJAHMUNDRY, E.G.DT 

3. Guest faculty requirement as per work load for.Sem ll, Sem IV, Sem Vl and PG Sem l and 

and expenses 

4. To request Principal for sanction of an amountof Rs. 40,000/- towards- to meet the dire needs 

As Maintanence of Department. 
Request to procure new equipment for Material Science and Renewable energy management 

major courses. 

Discussion and Resolution: 

and resolved the following: 

DEPARTIMENT OF PHYSICS 
STAFF RESOLUTIONS 

The Head of the Department and the Faculty of Physics and Electronics discussed above agenda 

As per the necessity and request from students it has to alloted the Minor subjects to 4 

Physics Single major system are as follows: 

1 

s.No. Single Major Program 

2. 

3 

4. 

Physics (honours with Research) 

Electronics 

Renewable Energy 

Material Science 

The details of the Chemistry Major are : 

1. Chemistry Honours 

2. Organic Chemistry 

21 December 2023 

3. Analytical Chemistry 

4. Industrial Chemsitry. 

Minor Subject/course alloted 

Mathematics 

It is also brought to notice that 4 Chemistry single majors are alloted Physics Minor 

ComputerScience 

Chemsitry 

Mathematics 

Hence it is resolved to incorporate timetable accordingly. 

As per the intructions from the Prinicipal, it is resolved to submit central attendance of the 

attendance in on-line mode by all l year proctors in the stipulated time. 



Itis also resolved to engage and utilize the services of Guest faculty for this semester of 2,4 
and 6 semester based on the workload and the same is to be intimated to the Principal for 

permission. 

It is observed that in the department there some immediate repairs to be done such as 

display/notice glass replacement, electrical repairs in the department and labs ,shifting of 
garbage/damaged articles to metcafe hostel, repairs for chairs and other miscellenous 

expenses. Hence to meet the above requirements, it is resolved to get permission from the 

Principal for the above said works and request him to sanctioned an amount of Rs. 

40,000/- (forty thousand only) towards the dire needs and expenses for department 
maintanence. 

* As Material Science and Renewable Energy are two Single major systems are introduced 

from this academic year, it is resolved to list out the new apparatus/equipment for 

permission to sanctionfrom Principal 
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